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Abstract

The technique of the multiple phases encoding for optical security and verification systems

is presented in this paper. This technique is based on a 4-f optical correlator that is a

common architecture for optical image encryption and verification systems. However, two or

more phase masks are iteratively retrieved by using the proposed multiple phases retrieval

algorithm (MPRA) to obtain the target image. The convergent speed of the iteration process

in the MPRA is significantly increased and the recovered image is much more similar to the

target one than those in previous approaches. On the other hand, the quantization effects

due to the finite resolution of the phase levels in practical implementation are discussed. The

relationships between the number of phase masks and the quantized phase levels are also

investigated. According to the simulation results, two and three phase masks are enough to

design an efficient security verification system with 64 and 32 phase levels, respectively.
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1 Introduction

Optical techniques for data security have received great deal of attention recently.1,2 The

characteristics of fast computing and parallelism for optics are very useful in real-time appli-

cations. There are many research works3−13 proposed to demonstrate the excellent capability

for data encryption. The use of optical processing systems for the purpose of security verifi-

cation is very promising due to the difficulty it presents to impostors. Conventional optical

image encryption techniques are based on the 4-f correlator architecture that use two fixed

random phase masks (one is located in the input plane and the other is located in the Fourier

plane). As shown in the previous phase encryption methods,4,10,12,13 the verified image is

transformed into complex-value stationary white noise in the output plane. However, a

camera can record only the light intensity that is proportional to the squared magnitude of

the electromagnetic field. The verified image cannot be recovered by using the magnitude

information only. Therefore, the complex-value data should be recorded as the encrypted

data by, for example, using the photo-refractive crystals. In decryption, the encrypted data

is placed in the input plane of the 4-f correlator. With the conjugate phase functions of

the original phase functions in encryption, the verified image can be obtained in the output

plane. Alternatively, two security verification systems shown in Refs. 7 and 13 were pro-

posed to find two phase masks, the phase distribution in a mask is fixed and the other is

iteratively retrieved, located in two different planes (the input plane and the Fourier plane)

of the 4-f correlator, which together should obtain in the output plane some function whose

magnitude is equal to a predefined target image. Therefore, the phase distribution in an

image actually creates a degree of freedom for the present problem, meaning that it can get

any value between 0 and 2¼.

Figure 1 shows the optical architecture of the 4-f correlator. Three planes are defined
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as the input plane (space domain) in which the input phase mask '1(x, y) is displayed, the

Fourier plane (frequency domain) in which the phase mask Ã2(u, v) is displayed, and the

output plane (space domain) in which the camera should record the output target image

g(x, y). Instead of using both the amplitude and phase information in conventional image

encryption techniques, only the phase information is used in the decryption for the image

verification systems. However, the encryption is not so straightforward. It is hard to directly

find the two phase functions such that the target image can be recovered in the output plane.

To determine both phase functions, an iteration process should be employed. In other words,

the problem is actually an optimization under constraints, in which one needs to find two

phase-only functions that yield the result closest to the target image. The phase retrieval

algorithms14 can be used to solve the problem described above.

Given the different initial phase distributions, all the corresponding solutions of the re-

trieved phase information are different. Thus the multiple retrieved phase information can

be used as the keys of the security system. In Refs. 7 and 13, one phase mask is fixed

and only the other phase mask is retrieved with the iteration process. The main drawback

in previous studies is the long iteration process required to achieve the convergence of the

iterated image. One of the phase masks is employed as a key, while another phase mask is

used as a lock that always exists within the system. The target image can be reconstructed

only if the correct key appears in the correct plane. Otherwise, a scattered and meaningless

image is expected at the output plane. However, the security system cannot distinguish that

whether the owner of the key is illegal or not. Once an illegal user steals a valid key, the

system is no longer secure. Therefore, this drawback motivates us to design a more secure

system that can recognize an illegal user who even has the phase key.

To increase the system security and improve the recovered image quality, two or more

phase masks should be used. The phase distributions in the multiple masks are iteratively
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and sequentially retrieved with the proposed MPRA. That is, in each iteration, one phase

distribution is retrieved with a phase constraint while the others are fixed. Similar ideas can

be found in other research areas. For example, in the adaptive vector quantization (VQ) of

images,15 the algorithm of two-phase codebook design generates the optimal gain-normalized

codebook for the forward and backward VQ. The adaptive neural-fuzzy inference systems16

use a hybrid learning procedure to update the parameters in an adaptive network such that

the convergent time and the mean squared error (MSE) can be reduced. The two passes

in the hybrid learning procedure are similar to the two phases updated in the proposed

method. Previous methods modify the phase distribution in either the space or frequency

domain with the constraint that only the phase information is preserved. By modifying the

phase distribution in both the space and frequency domains, a better-recovered image can

be expected due to the higher degree of freedom in modifying the phase values.

For the case of using two-phase masks in the proposed method, both the phase masks

are required to recover the target image. However, carrying two phase keys is troublesome

and unsafe. Moreover, the effects of mis-alignment are very critical in the proposed system

since the alignment for two or more phase masks are more difficult than that for one phase

mask only. Instead of using two phase masks as the keys, therefore, the proposed optical

verification systems should cooperate with some digital system. For each pair of masks, one

of the phase mask serves as the key and the other phase mask stored in the database of

the security system as an active lock. The mis-alignment problem of the second phase key

is thus eliminated since the phase mask has been fixed in the system. The phase stored

in the database can be recalled and loaded into the second phase mask. In addition to a

correct phase key, a valid user needs to enter the correct code or password to access the

corresponding phase mask such that the target image can be recovered in the output plane

for the purpose of verification. Illegal users cannot recover the target image to access the
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system without the correct access code or password

The advantages of the proposed optical security system include:

(1) the security level is increased since more than one keys are employed,

(2) the stolen phase key cannot be used to access the security system without the correct

access code or password.

(3) faster convergence for the iteration process is achieved since more than one phase masks

are modified during the iteration process,

(4) a higher correlated image can be obtained in only few iterations.

The items (3) and (4) will be proved by our simulation results. In addition to the proposed

MPRA, the quantization effects on the phase levels are considered since the resolution of the

phase levels is finite in practical implementation. This investigation is very important and

helpful for designing practical optical security and verification systems.

For the image encryption applications, the encryption process in the proposed system

is iterative and digital. The decryption can be implemented either digitally or optically.

Compared with other methods in which the encrypted data are complex-value functions,

here the encrypted data appear as two phase-only functions, which are difficult to read with

conventional intensity-detection devices. On the other hand, compared with the previous

studies in which one phase mask is fixed and the encrypted data appear as the other phase

function, the proposed method requires two pair-wise phase functions to recover the target

image. To prevent carrying two phase keys, the optical system can cooperate with the digital

system with a phase database such that one of the two phase-only functions can be recalled

by an access code or password.

The organization for the rest part of the paper is as follows. The mathematical analysis

of the multiple phase encoding by the proposed MPRA is given in Section 2. Section 3 deals

with the quantization effects due to the finite phase levels in practical implementation. The
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simulation results are provided in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 concludes the paper.

2 multiple phases retrieval Algorithm (MPRA)

Figure 2 shows the general representation of the optical setup of the security system using

the proposed MPRA. The phase distributions in the first mask are denoted as '1(x, y) and

Ã1(u, v) when the numbers of the phase masks, m and n, are even and odd, respectively.

The phase distributions in these masks are determined by the proposed MPRA, which is

composed of the forward and backward iteration steps. The forward step digitally simulates

the propagation of light from the left side to the right side of the optical setup, while the

backward step simulates in the reversed direction. Both iteration steps act in an interlaced

sequence. The iteration process stops when the iterated image ĝ(x, y) converges to the target

image g(x, y). In decryption, with the retrieved phase masks, the iterated image ĝ(x, y) can

be directly recovered in the output plane by using intensity detection devices such as charge-

coupled devices (CCDs).

2.1 Double Phase Masks

Consider the case of two phase masks in the proposed MPRA. Once a coherent plane wave

is incident to the input plane, the recovered image in the output plane is expressed by

g(x, y) = IFT{FT{exp[i2¼'1(x, y)]} exp[i2¼Ã2(u, v)]}, (1)

where FT and IFT denote the Fourier transform and the inverse Fourier transform, respec-

tively. Both the phase functions '1(x, y) and Ã2(u, v) in the optical architecture are itera-

tively modified during the iteration process. Finally, the retrieved phases are obtained when

the iterated image converges. That is, we can obtain an approximate image ĝ(x, y) in the

output plane using two retrieved phases in the input plane and Fourier plane, respectively.

The block diagram of the proposed MPRA for the case of two phase masks is shown in
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Figure 3. Initially, the phase '1(x, y) is randomly generated and distributed in 0 to 2¼, while

the phase Ã2(u, v) is determined by selecting the phase part of

G(u, v)

P1(u, v)
,

where G(u, v) and P1(u, v) are the Fourier transform of the target image g(x, y) and the

phase term exp[i2¼'1(x, y)], respectively. As indicated by the dashed diagonal line in Fig. 3,

two phase functions '1(x, y) and Ã2(u, v) are separately and sequentially modified during the

forward and backward iteration steps. In the upper-right part of the diagram, we fix the first

phase key '1(x, y) and determine the second phase key Ã2(u, v) in the kth iteration. Then,

in the lower-left part of the diagram, we fix the second phase key Ã2(u, v) and determine the

first phase key '1(x, y) in the next iteration. Note that both the upper-right and lower-left

parts in the block diagram are composed of the forward and backward iteration steps.

Suppose the iteration process reaches kth step (k = 1, 2, 3, . . .), the second phase mask

Ãk
2(u, v) is determined based on the fixed phase mask 'k−1

1 (x, y) determined in the previous

iteration step. By tracing the upper-right part of Fig. 3, we obtain the complex function

P̄ k
2 (u, v) =

FT{gk−1(x, y)}
FT{exp[i2¼'k−1

1 (x, y)]} (2)

in the Fourier plane and the phase part of P̄ k
2 (u, v),

Ãk
2(u, v) = ∕ P̄ k

2 (u, v), (3)

can be obtained with the frequency domain constraint. Then the kth iterated image ḡk(x, y)

is obtained in the output plane, which is expressed by

ḡk(x, y) = IFT{FT{exp[i2¼'k−1
1 (x, y)]} exp[i2¼Ãk

2(u, v)]}. (4)

The iterated image ḡk(x, y) is then compared with the target image by measuring the MSE

between the target and the iterated images, which is defined by

MSE =
1

M ×N

M∑

x=1

N∑

y=1

[g(x, y)− ḡk(x, y)]2, (5)
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where M ×N is the size of the image. Another measurement on the correlation coefficient

of two images is also investigated. The correlation coefficient of two images can be expressed

by

C =
COV(g, ḡk)

¾g¾ḡk
, (6)

where COV(g, ḡk) denotes the covariance of two images g and ḡk, ¾g and ¾ḡk denote the

standard deviation of the images g and ḡk, respectively. The joint transform correlators,17

for example, are optical processors that can generate the signals that are proportional to

the correlation coefficients of two two-dimensional image signals. If the MSE is less than

the threshold value °th or the correlation coefficients have converged, the iteration process

stops. Otherwise, the iterated image is modified to satisfy the expected image constraint as

follows:

gk(x, y) =

{
ḡk(x, y), if ∣ḡk(x, y)− g(x, y)∣ ≤ °th,
g(x, y), if ∣ḡk(x, y)− g(x, y)∣ > °th,

(7)

where °tℎ is a pre-defined threshold value. Once the kth iterated image gk(x, y) has been

generated, the first phase key 'k+1
1 (x, y) at next iteration will be determined based on the

fixed phase mask Ãk
2(u, v) determined in the previous iteration. The similar mathematical

deviations of the forward and backward iterations are given as follows: By tracing the lower-

left part of Fig. 3, we obtain

p̄k+1
1 (x, y) = IFT{ FT{gk(x, y)}

exp[i2¼Ãk
2(u, v)]

}, (8)

in the input plane and the phase part of p̄k+1
1 (x, y),

'k+1
1 (x, y) = ∕ p̄k+1

1 (x, y), (9)

can be obtained with the frequency domain constraint. The (k+1)th iterated image ḡk+1(x, y)

is obtained in the output plane, which is expressed by

ḡk+1(x, y) = IFT{FT{exp[i2¼'k+1
1 (x, y)]} exp[i2¼Ãk

2(u, v)]}, (10)
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The iterated image ḡk+1(x, y) is then compared with the target image by measuring the MSE

or the correlation coefficients between the target and the iterated images. If the MSE is less

than the threshold value °th or the correlation coefficients have converged, the iteration

process stops. Otherwise, the iterated image is modified to satisfy the expected image

constraint as follows:

gk+1(x, y) =

{
ḡk+1(x, y), if ∣ḡk+1(x, y)− g(x, y)∣ ≤ °th,
g(x, y), if ∣ḡk+1(x, y)− g(x, y)∣ > °th.

(11)

In the following iteration steps, k is replaced by k + 1 and the iterated image ĝ(x, y) will

be finalized when the MSE or the correlation coefficient converges. In decryption, the de-

termined phase masks '1(x, y) and Ã2(u, v) are placed in the input plane and the output

plane, respectively. To recover the target image, the first phase term exp[i2¼'1(x, y)] in the

input plane is Fourier transformed and multiplied by the second phase term exp[i2¼Ã2(u, v)].

Finally, they are inverse-Fourier-transformed by a lens to obtain the target image (exists in

an amplitude form), which can be detected by a CCD camera.

The initial phase distribution in the iteration process is randomly generated. This results

in obtaining the different pairs of the iteratively retrieved phases. Apparently, plenty of

solutions for the paired phase masks can recover the target image. Therefore, in the security

system for verification, each legal user is assigned to a paired phase keys. One of the phase

keys appears as a phase mask and the other appear as the access code or password, which

corresponds to the phase mask pre-stored in the security system. Even an illegal user steals

the phase key, the target image cannot be recovered without the corresponding access code

or password. Hence higher security of the system is obtained by the proposed method.

2.2 Multiple Phase Masks

Consider the cases that the number of phase masks is greater than two. Figure 2(a) and (b)

show a general representation of the optical setup for the cases that the number m and n
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are odd and even, respectively. The first phase mask is placed at either the space domain

or the frequency domain according the number of masks. For the cases of the numbers m

and n are odd and even, the first phase mask should be placed at the frequency domain

and the space domain, respectively. The mathematical analyses of these cases would be

similar to that shown in Subsection 2.1. Initially, the phase distribution of all masks can be

randomly generated. To speed up the iteration process, m− 1 and n− 1 phase distributions

are randomly given and the first phase distribution are determined by

'1
1(x, y) (12)

= ∕ IFT{FT{. . . IFT{FT{IFT{ G(u, v)

Pm(u, v)
}/pm−1(x, y)}/Pm−2(u, v)} . . .}/P2(u, v)}

for m is even and

Ã1
1(u, v) (13)

= ∕ FT{IFT{. . . IFT{FT{IFT{ G(u, v)

Pn(u, v)
}/pn−1(x, y)}/Pn−2(u, v)} . . .}/p2(x, y)}

for n is odd, respectively. The brief representation of the proposed MPRA is shown in Fig.

4. During the iteration process, m− 1 phases are fixed and only one phase can be modified

with the constraint. The mathematical analysis in each macro block is similar to that for

double phases retrieval. Therefore, each of the m phases is modified once during m steps in

the iteration process. When the iteration process stops, more than two phase keys will be

determined. To obtain the target image in decryption, all the retrieved phase keys should

be required and placed in the corresponding planes. If the phase keys are distributed to

different users, anyone of the user loses the phase key will fail to recover the target image.

Therefore, the proposed MPRA can be also employed in the security-sharing systems.
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3 Finite-Resolution Phase Encoding

The values of the phase distribution in above description are real values, which means that

they are represented by real numbers. In practical implementation and applications, however,

the available phase levels in optical devices such as the diffraction elements are finite due

to the state-of-the-art manufacture technologies. Therefore, the quantization effects caused

from the finite levels of the phase resolution should be considered. According to our survey,

the maximum available phase level for a single diffraction element is around 64. We here

investigate the quantization effects corresponding to different finite phase levels (from 8

to 64, which are uniformly quantized). The minimum phase levels to obtain an acceptable

quality for the recovered image in the proposed optical system are also discussed. Finally, the

relationship between the phase levels and the number of the phase masks will be investigated.

We expect that the required phase levels for obtaining an acceptable image quality is inversely

proportional to the number of phase keys used in the security systems. That is, if the phase

levels are limited in low resolution, we could use more phase masks to increase the recovered

image quality.

In addition to the uniform quantization for the phase levels, a non-uniform quantization

technique for designing efficient diffraction optical elements was proposed in Ref. 18. More

degrees of freedom is provided in quantizing the phase function of a diffraction optical element

and higher diffraction efficiency can be achieved. Thus better quality of the recovered image

can be expected using the non-uniform quantization techniques.

4 Simulation Results

In computer simulation, the Jetplane image of size 128×128 with 256 graylevels is used as

the target image. The sizes of both phase masks are the same as the Jetplane image. Initially

(k = 0), the first phase mask '0
1(x, y) is randomly generated. Then the iteration process
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proceeds based on the block diagram shown in Fig. 3 and Eqns. 2–10.

In comparison, two measurements between the iterated image and the target image are

investigated are used: (1) the MSE calculation by digital ways; (2) the correlation coeffi-

cient that can be obtained by the optical correlation technique. First of all, the proposed

method with two phase masks is compared with two previous methods. Let Algorithm 1 and

Algorithm 2 denote the methods shown in Refs. 13 and 7, respectively. The optical setups

in both methods are based on the 4-f correlator. A predefined target image is located in

the output plane such that a corresponding phase mask can be retrieved by the use of the

projection onto constraint sets (POCS) algorithm.19 Both methods use a fixed phase mask

as a lock and iteratively retrieve another phase mask as a key. In Algorithm 1, the retrieved

phase is located in the Fourier plane, while the retrieved phase is located in the input plane

in Algorithm 2. The simulation results of the MSE and the correlation coefficient between

the iterated and the target image are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5(a) shows the MSE com-

parison among three methods, while the effects of finite phase levels are not considered yet.

That is, the full floating point representation for the phase value is used. Algorithm 1 owns

the slowest convergence during the iteration process. The proposed method achieves the

lowest MSE in few iterations although the MSE slowly increases after ten iterations. On the

other hand, the correlation coefficient shown in Figure 5(b) provides a different perspective.

The correlation coefficient in the proposed method is very close to one after ten iterations.

The iterated image thus is the most correlated with the target image among three methods.

The original and the corresponding iterated images of three methods at 100th iteration are

shown in Fig. 6. Although the MSEs for three methods are similar, the recovered image

in Fig. 6(b) corresponding to Algorithm 1 is obviously worse than other recovered images

in Fig. 6(c) and (d). Looking into the cloud region in three recovered images, Fig. 6(d) is

the closest to the original target image. The contrast ratio in Fig. 6(d) is obviously higher
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than the original target image shown in Fig. 6(a). This is the reason why larger MSE is

obtained. Figure 7(a)–(c) shows the difference images (biased at the graylevel 128) between

the original and the retrieved images shown in Fig. 6(b)–(d). The error images shown in

Fig. 7(a) and (b) are meaningless, while the error images shown in Fig. 7(c) is very similar

to the original image. Obviously, the latter image is simply a small bias in graylevel left.

Therefore, Figure 6(d) is expected to be with a higher correlation coefficient than that of Fig.

6(b) and (c) although the corresponding MSE is the highest among three methods. Appar-

ently, the measurement of correlation coefficient is more suitable for comparing the recovered

image quality. In the rest part of the simulation results, we will make the comparison on the

correlation coefficients for three methods.

For different initial phase distributions, the iteratively retrieved phase pairs are also

different. Therefore, only the phase pairs retrieved together in the same iteration process

can recover the target image. Having only one phase key, or having two phase keys but not

belonging to the same pair will fail to recover the target image. Even an illegal user acquires

the target image in the output plane and reproduces two phase masks, the security system

cannot be broke. This feature is demonstrated in the table shown in Fig. 8. Five pairs of the

phase masks, '1,i(x, y) and Ã2,i(u, v), i = 1, 2, . . . , 5, are retrieved by the iteration process

for the same target image. This table demonstrates that only the correct phase pairs can

recover the target image, as seen along the diagonal of the table. When the mismatched

phase pairs are used, only the noise-like meaningless images are generated. Therefore, it is

impossible to deduce the right phase mask '1(x, y) for an unknown phase mask Ã2(u, v).

Higher security than previous approaches is thus achieved.

Consider the finite phase resolution in optical phase masks. The comparison result of

the correlation coefficients using four resolutions: 8, 16, 32, and 64 phase levels between

0 and 2¼ in the proposed methods are given in Fig. 9. Generally, the phase masks with
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higher phase resolutions can achieve higher correlation coefficients. However, the cost to

obtain higher phase resolutions is much higher than that for lower resolutions. To obtain

high correlation coefficients by using lower phase resolutions, multiple phase masks should

be employed. Consider the cases of using two, three, and four phase masks. Figures 10–13

shows the correlation coefficients for the iterated images based on the proposed methods

with different phase masks and different phase resolutions. As shown in these figures, all

the correlation coefficients are lower than 0.9 when only eight phase levels are used in the

phase masks. The correlation coefficients for three and four phase masks are similar when

the phase resolution is 16 levels and above. Using more than four phase masks would be

inefficient in increasing the coefficients when the phase resolution is 32 levels and above.

On the other hand, 32 phase levels are good enough to recover the target image with high

correlation coefficients when three phase masks are used in the proposed method. Therefore,

there is a trade-off between the phase resolution and the number of phase masks. If we use

two phase masks in the proposed optical system, 64 phase levels are suggested. However,

if three phase masks are employed, 32 phase levels are good enough to recover the target

images with the correlation coefficients around 0.93. Regarding to the alignment issue in

the multiple phase masks, the more the phase masks are used, the harder the mask can be

achieved. Obviously, the mis-alignment problem is more serious when more phase masks

leads are used in the proposed system. On the other hand, for a digital implementation, four

or more phase masks would not be a problem. This would be very useful in the application

such as for secure image transmission over the internet.

The joint space-frequency domain iteration of the proposed MPRA converges very quickly

to a stable solution. This is very useful in designing the diffraction optical elements (DOEs).

In designing the phase element, the similar cascaded architecture has been used to ob-

tain equally spaced levels of phase modulation. For example, multiple plane DOEs have
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been proposed by the use of cascaded ferroelectric liquid crystal spatial light modulators

(FLCSLMs).20 Theoretically, n FLCSLMs can be cascaded to achieve 2n phase levels.21

Therefore, the phase resolutions higher than 64 levels are possible. On the other hand, the

cascaded diffractive phase elements are also used for programmable optical interconnection,22

optical networks,23 and three-dimensional multi-wavelength optical interconnects.24 The pos-

sibility of programmability and the manipulation of multi-wavelength beams greatly extend

the applications of cascaded phase elements. Extra flexibility and higher security will be

expected if the abilities above are combined with the proposed system.

5 Conclusion

An optical security and encryption system based on multiple-phase encoding is proposed in

this paper. The multiple phase masks are iteratively retrieved by using the proposed MPRA.

Compared with two previous methods, the proposed MPRA has faster convergence for the

iteration process and better image quality for the recovered target image. On the other

hand, the proposed method achieves higher security since only the phase pair generated

together can recover the target image. The illegal users who steal only one phase key or

have acquired the target image cannot access the security system without the corresponding

access code or password. The quantization effects of the phase masks due to the finite phase

resolutions in practical implementation are also discussed. Finally, we also investigate the

trade-off between the different numbers of phase masks and the different phase resolutions,

which is quite significant in designing practical optical security systems.
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Figure 1: Optical setup of the 4-f correlator for optical security verification.
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Figure 2: Optical setup of the multiple phase masks for optical verification systems: (a) the
number of phase masks m is even, (b) the number of phase masks n is odd.
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Figure 3: Block diagram of the double phases retrieval using the iteration algorithm.
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Figure 5: The comparison of the (a) MSE and (b) correlation coefficients between the re-
covered and the original images.
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(a) (b)

(c) (d)

Figure 6: (a) The original image and the iterated images in the output plane after 100
iterations based on (b) Algorithm 1, (c) Algorithm 2, and (d) the proposed MPRA.
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Figure 7: The error images between the original and the images retrieved from (a) Algorithm
1, (b) Algorithm 2, and (c) the proposed MPRA.
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Figure 8: Table of all correlation results between five phase pairs, '1,i(x, y), i = 1, . . . , 5
and Ã2,j(u, v), j = 1, . . . , 5. Only the phase pairs retrieved together from the same iteration
process can recover the target image.
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Figure 9: The comparison of the correlation coefficients under different phase resolutions (8,
16, 32, and 64 phase levels) for the proposed method with two phase masks.
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Figure 10: The comparison of the correlation coefficients using two, three, and four phase
masks with eight phase levels in the proposed method.
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Figure 11: The comparison of the correlation coefficients using two, three, and four phase
masks with 16 phase levels in the proposed method.
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Figure 12: The comparison of the correlation coefficients using two, three, and four phase
masks with 32 phase levels in the proposed method.
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Figure 13: The comparison of the correlation coefficients using two, three, and four phase
masks with 64 phase levels in the proposed method.
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